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WHO IS IIR? 

Independent Investment Research, “IIR”, is an independent investment research house based in Australia and the United States. IIR specialises in the analysis of high quality commissioned research for 
Brokers, Family Offices and Fund Managers. IIR distributes its research in Asia, United States and the Americas. IIR does not participate in any corporate or capital raising activity and therefore it does 
not have any inherent bias that may result from research that is linked to any corporate/ capital raising activity.

IIR was established in 2004 under Aegis Equities Research Group of companies to provide investment research to a select group of retail and wholesale clients. Since March 2010, IIR (the Aegis Equities 
business was sold to Morningstar) has operated independently from Aegis by former Aegis senior executives/shareholders to provide clients with unparalleled research that covers listed and unlisted 
managed investments, listed companies, structured products, and IPOs.
IIR takes great pride in the quality and independence of our analysis, underpinned by high caliber staff and a transparent, proven and rigorous research methodology.

INDEPENDENCE OF RESEARCH ANALYSTS

Research analysts are not directly supervised by personnel from other areas of the Firm whose interests or functions may conflict with those of the research analysts. The evaluation and appraisal of research 
analysts for purposes of career advancement, remuneration and promotion is structured so that non-research personnel do not exert inappropriate influence over analysts.

Supervision and reporting lines: Analysts who publish research reports are supervised by, and report to, Research Management. Research analysts do not report to, and are not supervised by, any sales 
personnel nor do they have dealings with Sales personnel

Evaluation and remuneration: The remuneration of research analysts is determined on the basis of a number of factors, including quality, accuracy and value of research, productivity, experience, individual 
reputation, and evaluations by investor clients. 

INDEPENDENCE – ACTIVITIES OF ANALYSTS

IIR restricts research analysts from performing roles that could prejudice, or appear to prejudice, the independence of their research.

Pitches: Research analysts are not permitted to participate in sales pitches for corporate mandates on behalf of a Broker and are not permitted to prepare or review materials for those pitches. Pitch materials 
by investor clients may not contain the promise of research coverage by IIR.

No promotion of issuers’ transactions: Research analysts may not be involved in promotional or marketing activities of an issuer of a relevant investment that would reasonably be construed as representing 
the issuer. For this reason, analysts are not permitted to attend “road show” presentations by issuers that are corporate clients of the Firm relating to offerings of securities or any other investment banking 
transaction from that our clients may undertake from time to time. Analysts may, however, observe road shows remotely, without asking questions, by video link or telephone in order to help ensure that they 
have access to the same information as their investor clients. 

Widely-attended conferences: Analysts are permitted to attend and speak at widely-attended conferences at which our firm has been invited to present our views. These widely-attended conferences may 
include investor presentations by corporate clients of the Firm.

Other permitted activities: Analysts may be consulted by Firm sales personnel on matters such as market and industry trends, conditions and developments and the structuring, pricing and expected market 
reception of securities offerings or other market operations. Analysts may also carry out preliminary due diligence and vetting of issuers that may be prospective research clients of ours.

INDUCEMENTS AND INAPPROPRIATE INFLUENCES

IIR prohibits research analysts from soliciting or receiving any inducement in respect of their publication of research and restricts certain communications between research analysts and personnel from other 
business areas within the Firm including management, which might be perceived to result in inappropriate influence on analysts’ views.

Remuneration and other benefits: IIR procedures prohibit analysts from accepting any remuneration or other benefit from an issuer or any other party in respect of the publication of research and from offering 
or accepting any inducement (including the selective disclosure by an issuer of material information not generally available) for the publication of favourable research. These restrictions do not preclude the 
acceptance of reasonable hospitality in accordance with the Firm’s general policies on entertainment, gifts and corporate hospitality. 

DISCLAIMER

This publication has been prepared by Independent Investment Research (Aust) Pty Limited trading as Independent Investment Research (“IIR”) (ABN 11 152 172 079), an corporate authorised representative of 
Australian Financial Services Licensee (AFSL no. 410381. IIR has been commissioned to prepare this independent research report (the “Report”) and will receive fees for its preparation. Each company specified 
in the Report (the “Participants”) has provided IIR with information about its current activities. While the information contained in this publication has been prepared with all reasonable care from sources that IIR 
believes are reliable, no responsibility or liability is accepted by IIR for any errors, omissions or misstatements however caused. In the event that updated or additional information is issued by the “Participants”, 
subsequent to this publication, IIR is under no obligation to provide further research unless commissioned to do so. Any opinions, forecasts or recommendations reflects the judgment and assumptions of IIR as 
at the date of publication and may change without notice. IIR and each Participant in the Report, their officers, agents and employees exclude all liability whatsoever, in negligence or otherwise, for any loss 
or damage relating to this document to the full extent permitted by law. This publication is not and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any 
investment. Any opinion contained in the Report is unsolicited general information only. Neither IIR nor the Participants are aware that any recipient intends to rely on this Report or of the manner in which a 
recipient intends to use it. In preparing our information, it is not possible to take into consideration the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual recipient. Investors should 
obtain individual financial advice from their investment advisor to determine whether opinions or recommendations (if any) contained in this publication are appropriate to their investment objectives, financial 
situation or particular needs before acting on such opinions or recommendations. This report is intended for the residents of Australia. It is not intended for any person(s) who is resident of any other country. This 
document does not constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where IIR or its affiliates do not have the necessary licenses. IIR and/or the Participant, their officers, employees or its related bodies corporate 
may, from time to time hold positions in any securities included in this Report and may buy or sell such securities or engage in other transactions involving such securities. IIR and the Participant, their directors 
and associates declare that from time to time they may hold interests in and/or earn brokerage, fees or other benefits from the securities mentioned in this publication. 

IIR, its officers, employees and its related bodies corporate have not and will not receive, whether directly or indirectly, any commission, fee, benefit or advantage, whether pecuniary or otherwise in connection 
with making any statements and/or recommendation (if any), contained in this Report. IIR discloses that from time to time it or its officers, employees and related bodies corporate may have an interest in the 
securities, directly or indirectly, which are the subject of these statements and/or recommendations (if any) and may buy or sell securities in the companies mentioned in this publication; may affect transactions 
which may not be consistent with the statements and/or recommendations (if any) in this publication; may have directorships in the companies mentioned in this publication; and/or may perform paid services 
for the companies that are the subject of such statements and/or recommendations (if any).

However, under no circumstances has IIR been influenced, either directly or indirectly, in making any statements and/or recommendations (if any) contained in this Report. The information contained in this 
publication must be read in conjunction with the Legal Notice that can be located at http://www.independentresearch.com.au/Public/Disclaimer.aspx.

THIS IS A COMMISSIONED RESEARCH REPORT.

The research process includes the following protocols to ensure independence is maintained at all times:

1) The research process has complete editorial independence from the company and this included in the contract with the company;

2) Our analyst has independence from the firm’s management, as in, management/ sales team cannot influence the research in any way;

3) Our research does not provide a recommendation, in that, we do not provide a “Buy, Sell or Hold” on any stocks.  This is left to the Adviser who knows their client and the individual portfolio of the client.

4) Our research process for valuation is usually more conservative than what is adopted in Broking firms in general sense.  Our firm has a conservative bias on assumptions provided by management as 
compared to Broking firms.

5)  All research mandates are settled upfront so as to remove any influence on ultimate report conclusion;

6) All staff are not allowed to trade in any stock or accept stock options before, during and after (for a period of 6 weeks) the research process.

For more information regarding our services please refer to our website www.independentresearch.com.au.
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NOTE: : This report is based on 
information provided by the Issuer as 
at October 2016

Rating

Key Investment Information

Name of Fund Flinders Emerging Companies 
Trust

Investment Manager  Flinders Investment Partners

Benchmark S&P/ASX Small Ords Accum 
Index

Inception Date 21 August 2015

Objective Outperform the Benchmark by 
5% p.a. (before fees) over rolling 

3-year period.

Performance 
Target

Generate higher returns with 
lower risk than the Benchmark

Tracking Error 5 – 10%

MER 1.20%

Performance  
Fee

20% of excess net performance 
over the Benchmark

Hurdle Yes

Fees Commentary

Overall fee levels are on the high side, although 
not significantly so for a high conviction small 
caps equities fund. The MER is approximately 
mid-point but this is offset by a performance 
fee that is on the higher side at 20%. The 
performance fee is well structured, based on 
an appropriate benchmark and inclusive of 
a high water mark, and the weighting to the 
performance fee relative to the MER contributes 
to a performance based culture. 

Key Exposures (as at 31 July 2016)

Con Disc. 20.80%

IT 15.30%

Financials 13.30%

Health Care 12.50%

Materials 12.40%

Industrials 12.20%

Energy 4.70%

Con Staples 3.70%

Cash 3.00%

Telcoms 2.10%

Flinders Emerging Companies Trust

OFFER OVERVIEW
The Flinders Emerging Companies Trust (the Fund) is an Australian equities small market 
capitalisation mandate managed according to a fundamentally based, long-only, high 
conviction investment strategy. The Fund commenced trading in August 2016 and recently 
notched up the important milestone of 12-months performance. It consists of a concentrated 
portfolio of around 40 to 45 smaller market cap holdings (defined as ex ASX 100 companies). 
Research is at the core of the Manager’s investment process. The investment process is 
well established, rigorous, disciplined, proven over a full market cycle and clearly articulated 
by the Team. The small team ensures consistency of process and, in this regard, we believe 
the track record of alpha generation that the PMs have, on the whole, recorded in the past 
with similar mandates using a similar investment methodology is repeatable.  The investment 
team consists of three dedicated members. It is a small team, but this is commonly the 
case for a small caps mandate. The fact that all three members have had close working 
relationships at various times in the past suggests a strong team rapport and augurs well for 
future stability. The level of investment management experience is high, with key members 
demonstrating a solid to strong track-record of performance across a full market cycle. With 
the support and backing of a financially strong Euroz (co-owner) and expectation of achieving 
FUM of $100m over the next 12-18 months, the business sustainability risks that may 
otherwise apply to a relatively new fund are greatly mitigated. 

INVESTMENT VIEW
Australian investors tend to be materially overweight large cap stocks, to the degree of 
introducing unwanted portfolio risks. For such investors, the Fund may serve as an effective 
diversifier. Furthermore, we would agree with the Manager in that there are large market 
inefficiencies in the small cap market segment, being poorly covered from a research 
perspective. A good small caps manager can take advantage of those inefficiencies and there 
is inherently a greater opportunity to generate alpha in the small caps sector. We would also 
note that there are higher growth expectations in the small cap universe relative to large caps 
(partly due to the low growth of the banks and retail), and the Manager is seeing no shortage 
of opportunities without paying paying more for the additional growth. In such a scenario, 
we believe the Fund may be in a good position to outperform on a relative basis. However, 
investors should be comfortable with the higher degree of volatility in the small caps sector. 
The sector is high beta, tending to underperform in a risk-off market environment, and vice 
versa. We have a solid degree of conviction in the fund manager based on past performance 
but the fact is that this is still a relatively new fund past performance is not as indicative of 
future potential performance as otherwise may be the case, notwithstanding the fund’s solid 
first 12-month performance. 

RECOMMENDATION
IIR has a high degree of conviction in the investment’s team to to generate alpha over the 
medium term and over a full economic cycle. The team is experienced, capable and has 
a collegiate, flat culture where there is a high degree of co-ownership and accountability 
of investment decisions. The investment process is eminently sensible for a small caps 
mandate, with a very strong emphasis on company visits and speaking with management. 
The small team, and its research process templates, ensures consistency of process and, 
in this regard, we believe the track record of alpha generation is repeatable. The Manager’s 
partnership ownership and ultimately remuneration structure is excellent in terms of aligning 
interests, creating a performance based investment led culture and aiding retention. Thr 
First  12-months of performance has been encouraging, the with the Manager achieving its 
objective and alpha coming from a broad range of stocks. The overall fee level is on the high 
side, on account of the 20% performance fee, but nevertheless well structured. Overall, IRR 
rates the Flinders Emerging Companies Trust RECOMMENDED.

The  investment opinion in this report is current as 
at the date of publication. Investors and advisers 
should be aware that over time the circumstances 
of the issuer and/or product may change which 
may affect our investment opinion.
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SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTH

 � An experienced and capable investment team in which the team members have had 
a long association with each other. This augurs well for team cohesion and stability. 
The culture is collegiate, flat and democratic with a high degree of interaction and co-
ownership of investment decisions. 

 � The investment team is applying the methodologies they helped establish in previous 
funds management roles. As such, the investment process is well established and 
proven over a full market cycle. It is also an eminently sensible small caps investment 
process, with a strong emphasis on company visits.

 � A solid first 12-months of performance, with the Manager achieving its performance 
objective and alpha being recorded a broad number of stocks from a diverse range of 
sectors. Alpha has been generated by stock picking rather than a thematic bias. 

 � The ownership and ultimately the remuneration structure creates a strong alignment of 
interest, a performance based culture, and clearly significantly reduces key person risk. 
The Manager also applies capacity limits which is in the best interests of investors. 

WEAKNESS

 � The has a limited performance track record of 12-months. While the managers have solid 
to strong track-records in small cap mandates that utilised similar methodologies, those 
track-records were not solely attributable to any particular team member. We have a high 
conviction in the team but it remains to be seen whether they can generate alpha over a 
full market cycle. 

 � All ownership parties clearly have a very strong commitment to the Fund. However, the 
relationship is new and it remains to be seen how cohesive and harmonious it will be. 
If, for example, the Fund’s performance disappoints both in terms of returns and FUM 
growth, there may be a greater risk of discord and top-down interference. 

 � Overall fees are on the high side due to a 20% performance fee (MER is competitive), 
although the overall fee structure is a positive with a emphasis on performance.

OPPORTUNITIES

 � There are large market inefficiencies in the small cap market segment, being poorly 
covered from a research perspective. The Manager seeks to take advantage of those 
inefficiencies and research gaps by applying a disciplined research and investment 
process. We believe there is inherently a greater opportunity to generate alpha in the 
small caps sector than the mid and large cap sectors.

 � Exposure to an manager whose members have, on the whole, generated alpha across 
a full market cycle in similar mandates. This has been based on a solid and repeatable 
investment process with team members that exhibit a strong investment ethos. 

 � Growth expectations are higher for the small caps versus the large caps sector without 
having to pay up for the additional growth. In such a scenario, we believe the Fund may 
be in a good position to outperform on a relative basis. 

THREATS

 � If it turns out that funds under management are not sufficiently diverse there may be an 
undue reliance upon any one source of inflows. In the event of a redemption request, 
this may impact the stability of the manager’s revenue streams.  

 � Equity market correlations have increased in recent years. In short, the ability for even 
a high conviction manager to generate alpha has generally diminished. We believe the 
factors that have driven this are generally in reverse but nevertheless remains an alpha 
generation performance risk.

 � Both an opportunity and a threat, the Fund may underperform during a risk-off market 
environment, and vice versa. 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Fund is managed according to a fundamentally based, long-only, high conviction 
nvestment strategy. It consists of a concentrated portfolio of around 45 smaller market 
cap holdings (defined as ex ASX 100 companies) with position sizes of up to +5% around 
benchmark weight. The manager will generally always be near fully invested with cash levels 
expected to be 2% to 3%. Turnover in the Fund is dictated by valuation control. 

Research is at the core of the Manager’s investment process. There is a strong focus on 
company visits with the team scheduling a significant number of manager meetings over 
the course of a year. The investment process is based on proprietary research and analysis 
which, in turn, is based on an extensive company visit program, industry and market analysis, 
and financial analysis. Over its first year to August 2016, the Manager undertook over 600 
meetings, of which over 300 were on a one-on-one basis. 

The investment team consists of three dedicated members. It is a small team, but this is 
common for a small caps mandate. The level of investment management experience is high, 
with key members demonstrating a track-record of outperformance across a full economic / 
market cycle in previously managed Australian equities investment mandates.

A capacity limit has been established at inception so that the manager’s ability to generate 
performance for its clients is protected. The capacity limited for the fund is based on 0.5% 
of the investable universe, or approximately $700M at current levels. This is important, as it 
allows the manager to maintain the fund’s opportunity set, which includes micro caps. 

The Fund charges a 1.2% MER plus a 20% performance fee on excess net performance 
over the Benchmark with a high watermark. As well as a high watermark for the payment 
performance fee, where the gross absolute performance of the fund is negative in any 
performance fee period, the performance fee is not paid but rolled over into the next period.  
This places the performance fee at risk for the manager and incentivises the manager to 
continue to outperform in order to maintain a accrued performance fee which is positive.

MANAGEMENT GROUP PROFILE 
Flinders Investment Partners was established in July 2015 and has slightly more than a 
12-month track-record. Flinders represents a 50/50 partnership between the three founding 
team members (see below) and Prodigy Investment Partners (previously Westoz Investment 
Management). In turn, Prodigy is an 80/20 funds management joint venture between ASX-
listed Euroz Limited and former CEO of MLC, Steve Tucker (see organisational chart below). 

Euroz is a Perth based, ASX-listed financial services provider, providing research, dealing, 
corporate finance, and funds management services. Euroz’s aim, via Prodigy, is to build a 
multi boutique funds management business by launching a series of separate boutiques 
providing managed funds based on very specific investment strategies. From a strategic 
perspective, Prodigy will not only provide an additional source of revenues but one that 
diversifies Euroz’s business model both geographically and away from the cyclical nature of 
securities revenues. 

Under the business model, Euroz/Prodigy will provide the underlying business infrastructure 
and processes and, if required, financial support, thereby enabling the fund managers to fully 
focus on managing money. It is our understanding that the Manager has a multi-year service 
agreement with Euroz, significantly mitigating the business sustainability risks that start-up 
managed funds often face. 

Flinders Investment Partners represented the first of these new boutique fund management 
partnerships. The intention is that the separate managed funds will all be based on specific, 
specialised investment strategies and each strategy will differ from the other. That is, Flinders 
will be the only Australian equities small caps mandate and, in that regard we would expect it 
to have the undivided support of the parent. 

Euroz is the ultimate financial backer of Flinders and will provide sufficient working capital 
to support Flinders until it hits a break-even level of FUM. We do not foresee any financial 
or business stability issues that may adversely impact the Fund. Euroz is a financially strong 
entity with a 16-year track record of generating profits and paying dividends. Furthermore, the  
Manager’s marketing initiatives over the first 12-months, especially on the retail and platform 
space, have grown the distribution footprint and laid the foundation for the expectation of 
solid FUM growth over the next 12-18 months. 
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We see the interests of Euroz and the fund manager as closely aligned. As a 50/50 JV both 
parties have a clear vested interest in the success of the Fund. Furthermore, Prodigy and, 
hence Flinders, is targeted as a strategic business for the parent, being part of a longer-term 
plan to diversify the business model by reducing the overall exposure to the relatively cyclical 
securities sector as well as geographically diversifying away from the West Australian market 
(Flinders will provide an east coast exposure). 

It is our sense that under the Prodigy Investment Partners boutique model there will be 
limited top-down interference where the fund managers will be free to invest - within agreed 
portfolio construction criteria - where and how they choose. We understand there is an 
existing partnership agreement between the two parties that goes beyond the one to three 
years that may be considered the early phase evolution of a fund. 

Flinders Investment Partners itself is based on a partnership model in which income is 
generally distributed to all partners in the year earned. It’s a structure that creates a strong 
alignment of interest between investors and fund manager, especially when a significant 
component of income can come from a performance fee. We note that all three team 
members have directly invested in the fund. The partnership model is also one that facilitates 
generational change and can better ensure that all members of an investment team, rather 
than largely just the founding members, have a strong alignment of interest with investors. In 
short, it can be a better structure to attract and retain talent over the longer term. 

Organisational Structure 

INVESTMENT TEAM
The investment team consists of three dedicated members. It is a small team but we do 
not view the team as stretched relative to the demands of the investment process. Broadly 
speaking, we would describe team culture as flat, collegiate, democratic and benefits from 
the fact that it is not dominated by any one individual. The fact that all three members have 
had close working relationships at various times in the past suggests a strong team rapport 
and augurs well for future stability. The level of investment management experience is high, 
with key members demonstrating a track-record of outperformance across a full economic / 
market cycle in previously managed Australian equities investment mandates. 

Andrew Mouchacca, Partner and Portfolio Manager, began his investment management 
career in 1999 at Contango Asset Management and where he worked with Richard and 
Naheed (see below). During his 16 years at Contango, Andrew rose through the ranks. In his 
earlier years there, he was responsible for quantitative analytics in which there was a focus 
on portfolio risk monitoring and running quantitative screens to generate stock ideas. These 
processes are relevant to Flinders’ investment process. 

By 2004 Andrew moved into a portfolio management role at Contango. Over the next ten 
years he served as an equities analyst then portfolio manager (2009 to 2014) of the small 
caps and micro caps mandates and covered a broad range of sectors. While Portfolio 
Manager of the Contango Small Companies Fund to March 2014, the fund materially 
outperformed the benchmark by around 8% p.a. over the five year period. 
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Richard Macdougall, Partner and Portfolio Manager, is a seasoned investment manager, 
having commenced his career in 1985. Before establishing Flinders, Richard was partner and 
Portfolio Manager with the Australian equities boutique Perennial Growth (2005 to 2015). 
Prior to this, Richard was a founding executive of Contango Asset Management, where he 
spent five years (1999 to 2004), and a director of Salomon Smith Barney. 

Richard has a broad and strong knowledge of the Australian equities market, having covered 
the majority of sectors during his equities research and funds management career. He has 
been a portfolio manager of both large and small caps mandates. There is also, to a degree, 
a continuity of investment methodology from his previous roles at both Perennial and 
Contango, with both applying a fundamental, high conviction, growth-focused investment 
approach. 

Naheed Rahman, Partner and Deputy Portfolio Manager, is the third member of the team. 
Naheed began his investment management career in 2006. Prior to Flinders, Naheed worked 
as an investment analyst at Contango Asset Management for over seven years working 
closely with Andrew Mouchacca, where he covered several sectors primarily with an 
emerging companies focus. Naheed was mentored by Andrew during their time at Contango, 
so is well versed in the Fund’s investment methodology. 

All three team members will have sector responsibilities but given that both Richard and 
Andrew in particular have covered a large part of the market the team will be able to 
effectively compare and discuss stocks by having a common language to recognise the pros 
and cons of each business model and investment case. This broad sectoral knowledge will 
also add to the level of interaction between team members in terms of idea generation, peer 
review and co-ownership of investment decisions and outcomes. All investment decisions 
will be collaborative and subject to internal review and scrutiny by both Andrew and Richard. 

The overall depth of investment management experience across portfolio management, 
stock analysis and market cycles is strong, especially with Richard and Andrew who have 31 
and 17 years’ stock analysis and funds management experience respectively. 

We view key person risk more a function of being hit by the proverbial rather than team 
members choosing to leave given, amongst other factors, all three are partners. There is key 
person risk with both Richard and Andrew but believe the actual risks are greatly mitigated 
by it being a team of three in which all three are well versed in the investment process and 
could adequately managed the portfolio while a third member was added. 

Key Investment Personnel

Name, Position Experience

Richard Macdougall, Partner and Portfolio Manager 31

Andrew Mouchacca, Partner and Portfolio Manager 17

Naheed Rahman, Partner and Deputy Portfolio Manager 10

INVESTMENT PROCESS
The investment team believes there are large market inefficiencies in the small cap 
market segment, being poorly covered from a research perspective. The Manager seeks 
to take advantage of those inefficiencies and research gaps by applying a disciplined and 
proprietary research and investment process. It is also a market segment where there is 
a wide dispersion in individual stock performance.  On account of these characteristics, 
the Manager is very much a stock picker, seeking companies with a strong growth outlook 
and endeavouring to invest in those companies in the early stages of realising that growth 
potential. 

Research is at the core of the Manager’s investment process. There is a strong focus on 
company visits with the team scheduling a significant number of manager meetings over the 
course of a year. Companies are modelled and valued, either by way of a DCF methodology 
or, more commonly given the lack of longer-term visibility, a capitalisation of earnings 
methodology. The Manager undertakes an ESG assessment of prospective investments, 
primarily as a tool to assess aspects of longer term risk. 

The Team is conscious of downside risk in the small caps sector, both at a stock, industry, and 
market level. To mitigate this risk, the Team maintains a valuation discipline to make sure they 
only buy assets when they are attractively valued, in absolute terms with reference to their 
intrinsic value. At the same time they identify and sell overvalued shares out of the portfolio.
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INVESTMENT PROCESS

To identify investment opportunities and attendant risks, the Manager seeks to answer five 
key questions: where is the growth potential; can management deliver; the financial strength 
of the company; what are the risks, and; what price should be paid.

In relation to growth potential, the team seeks to assess the speed at which a company 
can grow and its capacity for growth. There are three ways in which a company can achieve 
growth; organically, which the team consider the most valuable; by acquisition, which 
the team considers higher risk, and; cyclical growth, which requires early identification of 
investment opportunities. 

The team then assesses whether management has the capability to realise and maximise 
the inherent growth potential. This requires a significant degree of work, involving company 
visits to assess management’s ability as well as the strength of things such as internal 
systems, consistency of financial reporting, and whether management is adhering to the 
strategy of the Board. 

In assessing financial strength, the team’s focus is on working capital and capital 
management in general. Small companies are notoriously poor in their use of working capital, 
often not using it effectively to maximise growth. The team gains a sense of the manager’s 
use and understanding of capital management, given that capital can swing rapidly from 
being very cheap to very expensive in the small caps sector. 

In relation to risk, as noted above the team is conscious of downside risk in the small caps 
sector, both at a stock, industry, and market level. To mitigate this risk, the Team maintains a 
valuation discipline to make sure they only buy assets when they are attractively valued.

There are three key aspects to the Manager’s investment process; screening, research, and 
portfolio construction, as discussed below. 

SCREENING THE UNIVERSE

The screening process is a negative test designed to remove stocks. The universe of around 
1,000 stocks are screened for financial leverage (net debt / EBITDA (NTM) > 3x and interest 
coverage ratio (ICR) < 1x), liquidity (daily turnover, taken as an average over last 12months, 
<$100,000, and market capitalisation (market cap < $50m). This reduces the eligible universe 
to around 300 stocks.

RESEARCH PROCESS

The research process is led by an intensive company visitation program. The team expect to 
conduct around 400 to 600 meetings every year (600 meeting were conducted in the first 
year of operation). For the 40-45 stocks the Manager is expected to have in the portfolio 
the team expects to visit each of those companies at least three times a year, whether it 
be during reporting season or to visit the operations of the particular company. Additionally, 
given an eligible universe of around 300 stocks, the team will also visit many of these 
companies

The emphasis of these meetings is to assess the quality of management, their strategy, 
growth drivers, management’s’ ability to execute their strategy and the various risks that may 
relate to the company and industry it operates in.

All three members are involved in company visits. Company visits may be undertaken by one 
analyst or more than one. The latter is more common with stocks in the portfolio or eligible 
for inclusion and is important in the assessment process to have a second set of eyes on the 
investment merits of a company. 

Once the analyst has visited a company the analyst will then go through a financial modelling 
process and produce a research report that presents the key aspects of the investment 
thesis. The financial modelling process is sufficiently detailed, going down to the divisional 
level and three years of financial forecasts, but not so detailed that one can fail to see the 
wood through the trees. Both the modelling and research report are based on a template so 
as to ensure a consistency of process across all stocks. This then goes to a formal committee 
that involves all three team members. For a stock to be included in the portfolio there must 
be unanimous agreement.
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

The portfolio is expect to consist of 40 – 45 stocks (42 as at 31 July 2016). A stock cannot 
have an active position in excess of 5% over the Benchmark. Consequently, the manager 
does not hold underweight positions. The active risk the manager runs is reasonably 
moderate, with a 5% to 10% tracking error range. The manager cannot hold more than 10% 
of a company’s issued capital and cannot hold more than 10% of a company in the portfolio. 
Additionally, there is a maximum 10% cash holding but the actual level is typically between 
2-3%. 

New positions typically start at 1.5% of the portfolio. Currently the average active position is 
1.9% and there are only three positions above the 2.5% mark. The portfolio is, therefore quite 
diversified by company names.  Position size makes reference to forecast alpha upside, but 
it is not strictly dictated by this quantitative ranking. In many regards, the ranking represents 
more a tool of discussion and idea generation. 

Sell decisions are either valuation based or if there has been a significant change in the 
investment thesis. The manager applies relatively disciplined valuation controls, and is not 
in the habit of chasing momentum. Once a stock has moved beyond its valuation target, the 
manager will reassess the stock to see whether there are any fundamental reasons as to 
why the valuation may be legitimately higher and, if not, the stock is generally sold to zero. 
The third reason the manager may sell a stock is if it has moved into the S&P/ASX 100, in 
which case it has up to 12 months to divest the holding. 

The composition of the Fund’s portfolio as at 31 July 2016, both by sector and Top 10 
holdings, is detailed below. 

Portfolio Holdings by Sector (as at 31 Jul 2016) 

Con Disc., 20.80%

IT, 
15.30%

Financials, 13.30%Health Care, 
12.50%

Materials, 
12.40%

Industrials, 
12.20%

Energy, 4.70%

Con Staples, 3.70%

Cash, 3.00% Telcoms, 
2.10%

Top 10 Portfolio Holdings (31 July 2016)

Company Port Weight Active Weight

Mayne Pharma Group Limited 5.1% 3.3%

Webjet Limited 3.9% 3.4%

McMillan Shakespeare Limited 3.7% 2.9%

Aveo Group 3.4% 2.5%

Aconex Limited 3.4% 2.5%

G8 Education Limited 3.3% 2.4%

BT Investment Management Limited 3.2% 2.1%

Catapult Group International Ltd 2.9% 2.9%

Mineral Resources Limited 2.7% 1.6%

Saracen Mineral Holdings Limited 2.6% 1.7%

Top 10 34.2%
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

The risk management philosophy is that the team should take the optimal amount of risk to 
meet the long term performance objectives and that risk and style factors in each portfolio 
should be appropriately diversified. Its approach is not to discourage risk taking, but to make 
sure that risks taken are intentional, considered and not unduly concentrated.

In terms of risk tools, the team utilize the Goldman Sachs PortfolioWise product.  This is 
a statistical factor risk model, which is used to monitor tracking error and beta.  The team 
does not use the risk model specifically for portfolio construction but rather analysis portfolio 
frequently to ensure that the portfolio is within the guidelines of 5% to 10% tracking error.

In addition, the team calculates the portfolio’s fundamental characteristics using the Factset’s 
consensus financial company database.  Again, this is not used explicitly in the portfolio 
construction process but rather to ensure that the portfolio is rich in the characteristics 
intended, specifically above market earnings growth.

PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS

HISTORIC PERFORMANCE OF THE FUND

The Fund achieved the milestone of 12 months of performance in 31 August 2016. 
Performance has been solid and encourage but investors should bear in mind that 12-months 
represents a very short time period. 

To summarise the key points:

 � The Fund has delivered on its performance objective of its first 12-month period, 
recording excess returns in excess of the objective 5% p.a. (6.1%). Volatility and 
maximum drawdown were higher, which may not be surprising given the more 
concentrated protfolio, but on a risk-adjusted basis the Fund also outperformed;

 � Outperformance was relatively consistent over all time periods, 3-, 6-, and 12-months. 
The Fund has also recorded top quartile performance within its small caps peer group;

 � There has been a diversity and breadth of alpha generation, both by stock and sector. 
Alpha has not been derived from a thematic or industry view. This speaks well to the fact 
that the Manager’s fundamental bottom-up approach is delivering the targeted returns.

 � The rationale for portfolio additions and divestments has been consistent with the 
Manager’s stated investment process. Specifically, the majority of divestments were 
on account of the Manager adhering to a strict valuation addition while in one case the 
orginal investment thesis no longer held. 

 � As a corollary of the above, the Manager used dips in particular stocks it held a 
favourable view on as a buying opportunity. 

Performance Track-record of the Fund (before fees)

Period to 31 August 2016 3 Month 6 Month 12 Months Volatility Sharpe Max DD

Flinders Emerging Companies Trust 6.8% 25.5% 32.7% 14.8% 2.0 -9.8%

S&P/ASX Small Ords Accum 5.5% 19.3% 26.5% 13.8% 1.7 -5.7%

Value Added 1.3% 6.2% 6.1%
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HISTORIC PERFORMANCE OF PAST MANDATES

The historic track-record of the Fund is short at 12-months and, as such, is less indicative of longer term 
performance than may otherwise be the case. As such, we have examined the past track-record of the 
investment to gain a sense of the ability to perform over a full market cycle. 

The two tables below summarises the performance of the funds that Andrew and Richard 
were portfolio managing prior to establishing Flinders. We believe these figures provide 
a legitimate guide to manager skill and the quality of the investment process at Flinders 
as both Andrew and Richard were lead PMs and the parallels in investment methodology. 
Having said that, the PMs were not solely responsible for the performance, amongst a range 
of other factors. That is, these performance track-records are not as indicative of potential 
future performance than may otherwise be the case.

We make the following points:

 � Andrew was appointed the portfolio manager of the Contango small companies fund 
in late 2009.  He had responsibility for implementing the investment process, client 
mandate requirements, stock selection, portfolio construction and the lead on articulating 
this to clients, asset consultants and potential investors.  He held this position until 
resigning in 2014. Under his portfolio leadership, the Contango Small Caps Fund recorded 
a very strong and consistent track record of alpha over a full market cycle. 

 � Richard was the portfolio manager of the Perennial Growth SRI fund. The fund generated 
alpha but of a very small degree. However, it is important to recognise that although 
the investible universe are stocks within the S&P/ASX 300, there were a number 
of exclusions which satisfy the specialised nature of clients investing in this space. 
Measured against the broader index, the portfolio was excluded from around 25% 
of the index for much of its existence.  These companies were predominantly large 
capitalisation constituents, which performed strongly at times over the management 
period, such as high dividend paying stocks including Woolworth, Wesfarmers and 
outperformers in resources including BHP and the gaming stocks. Richard was able to 
utilise exposure to small companies to enhance the overall performance of the fund.

Performance Track-record at Contango (before fees)

Period to 31 March 2014 FY to  
Date

1 Year 2 Years (% 
p.a)

3 Years (% 
p.a)

4 Years (% 
p.a)

Since Incept 
(% p.a)

Contango Small Co.s Fund 23.4 11.8 3.2 2.6 7.1 6.7

S&P/ASX Small Ords Accum 15.7 -1.5 -3.7 -5.3 -0.9 -1.3

Value Added 7.7 13.2 6.9 7.9 8.0 7.9

Performance Track-record at Perennial (before fees)

Period to 31 May 2015 1 Year 2 Years  
(% p.a)

3 Years  
(% p.a)

5 Years  
(% p.a)

10 Years  
(% p.a)

Perrenial Growth SRI Aust Equities Composite 10.1 14.2 17.9 9.3 8.2

S&P/ASX 300 Accum Index 9.9 13.0 17.0 10.1 8.0

Value Added 0.2 1.2 0.9 -0.8 0.2
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APPENDIX A – RATINGS PROCESS 

INDEPENDENT INVESTMENT RESEARCH PTY LTD “IIR” RATING SYSTEM. 

IIR has developed a framework for rating investment product offerings in Australia. Our 
review process gives consideration to a broad number of qualitative and quantitative factors. 
Essentially, the evaluation process includes the following key factors: product management 
and underlying portfolio construction; investment management, product structure, risk 
management, experience and performance; fees, risks and likely outcomes.
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                                        Highly

This is the highest rating provided by IIR, indicating this is a best 
of breed product that has exceeded the requirements of our review 
process across a number of key evaluation parameters and achieved 
exceptionally high scores in a number of categories. The product 
provides a highly attractive risk/return trade-off. The Fund is likely 
effectively to apply industry best practice to manage endogenous risk 
factors, and, to the extent that it can, exogenous risk factors.
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                                        Highly

This rating indicates that IIR believes this is a superior grade product 
that has exceeded the requirements of our review process across a 
number of key evaluation parameters and achieved exceptionally high 
scores in a number of categories. In addition, the product rates highly 
on one or two attributes in our key criteria. It has an above-average 
risk/return trade-off and should be able consistently to generate 
above average risk-adjusted returns in line with stated investment 
objectives. The Fund should be in a position effectively to manage 
endogenous risk factors, and, to the extent that it can, exogenous risk 
factors. This should result in returns that reflect the expected level 
of risk.

Investment Grade 60-74
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                                        Highly

This rating indicates that IIR believes this is an above-average grade 
product that has exceeded the minimum requirements of our review 
process across a number of key evaluation parameters. It has an 
above-average risk/return trade-off and should be able to consistently 
generate above-average risk adjusted returns in line with stated 
investment objectives.

Speculative 40-59
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                                        Highly

This rating indicates that IIR believes this is a suitable product that 
has met the aggregate requirements of our review process across a 
number of key evaluation criteria. The product provides some unique 
diversification opportunities, but may not stand apart from its peers. 
It has an acceptable risk/return trade-off and should generate risk 
adjusted returns in line with stated investment objectives. However, 
concerns over one or more features mean that it may not be suitable 
for most investors.

Not recommended   39 and below
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This rating indicates that IIR believes that despite the product’s 
merits and attributes, it has failed to meet the minimum aggregate 
requirements of our review process across a number of key 
evaluation parameters. While this is a product below the minimum 
rating to be considered Investment Grade, this does not mean the 
product is without merit. Funds in this category are considered to be 
susceptible to high risks that are not reflected by the projected return. 
Performance volatility, particularly on the down-side, is likely.
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APPENDIX B – MANAGED INVESTMENTS COVERAGE 
The below graphic details the spread of ratings for managed investments rated by 
Independent Investment Research (IIR). The managed investments represented below 
include listed and unlisted managed funds, fund of funds, exchange traded funds and model 
portfolios.

Spread of Managed Investment Ratings
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(a) Disclaimer
The information, reports, financial models, forecasts, strategies, audio 
broadcasts and other media (referred to as “Content” throughout this 
Legal Notice), provided on this web site has been prepared and issued 
by Altavista Research Pty Ltd trading as Independent Investment 
Research “IIR”, Independent Investment Research Holdings Pty Ltd 
(ACN 155 226 074), as authorised to publish research under an Australian 
Financial Securities Licence (AFSL No 420170) which allows Independent 
Investment Research to offer financial service advice to retail and wholesale 
clients. Users of this web site should not act on any Content without first 
seeking professional advice. Whilst the Content contained on this web 
site has been prepared with all reasonable care from sources which we 
believe are reliable, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Independent 
Investment Research, for any errors or omissions or misstatements 
however caused. Any opinions, forecasts or recommendations reflect our 
judgement and assumptions at the date of publication or broadcast and 
may change without notice. Content on this web site is not and should not 
be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or 
subscribe for any investment. We are not aware that any user intends to 
rely on the Content provided or of the manner in which a user intends to 
use it. In preparing our Content it is not possible to take into consideration 
the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any 
individual user.

Access by any user to this website does not create a client relationship 
between Independent Investment Research and the user. Users seeking 
to invest must obtain individual financial advice to determine whether 
recommendations are appropriate to their investment objectives, 
personal financial situation or particular needs, before acting on any 
recommendations. Any Content is not for public circulation or reproduction, 
whether in whole or in part and is not to be disclosed to any person other 
than the intended user, without the prior written consent of Independent 
Investment Research.

(b) Disclosure of Interest

General 

Independent Investment Research, its officers, employees, consultants 
and its related bodies corporate have not and will not receive, whether 
directly or indirectly: any commission; fee; benefit; or advantage, whether 
pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with making any recommendation 
contained on this web site. Independent Investment Research, discloses 
that from time to time, it or its officers, employees and its related bodies 
corporate: may have an interest in the securities, directly or indirectly, which 
are the subject of these recommendations; may buy or sell securities in 
the companies mentioned in the Content; may effect transactions which 
may not be consistent with the recommendations in the Content; may 
have directorships in the companies mentioned in the Content; and/
or perform paid services for the companies that are the subject of such 
recommendations.

However, under no circumstances, has Independent Investment 
Research been influenced, either directly or indirectly, in making any 
recommendations contained on this web site.

Corporate Research

Independent Investment Research has or may have, received a fee 
either directly by a company itself or by a third party, to provide coverage 
and/or corporate research (the “Fee”). Where a Fee has been received, 
Independent Investment Research does not publish:

Buy / Hold / Sell recommendations for the security or managed 
investment schemes.

(c) Copyright Protection

All Content at this web site is protected by copyright. Apart from any use 
permitted under the Copyright Act (Cth) 1968, you must not copy, frame, 
modify, transmit or distribute the material at this web site, without seeking 
the prior written consent of the copyright owner. Content on this web site 
is owned by the business Independent Investment Research. Users are 
prohibited from copying, distributing, transmitting, displaying, publishing, 
selling, licensing, creating derivative works or using any content on the 
web site for commercial or public purposes

Copyright 2010 Independent Investment Research. All rights reserved.

(d) Trade Marks
The trade marks and logos displayed on this web site belong to Independent 
Investment Research or other parties. Such trade marks include registered 
trade marks and trade marks pending registration. Users are prohibited 
from using any of these trade marks, without seeking the prior written 
consent of IIR or such third party, which may own the trade mark content 
on this web site.

(e) Limitation of Liability
To the fullest extent permitted by the law, Independent Investment 
Research and any of its officers, employees, agents, consultants or related 
bodies corporate disclaim any liability, whether based in contract, tort, strict 
liability or otherwise, for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential or 
special damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of any 
Content made available on this web site by any person or entity.

(f) No Warranties
Independent Investment Research does not make any claims, promises, 
guarantees, representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, 
completeness or fitness for purpose of the Content made available on this 
web site. All information on this web site is provided to you on an as is 
basis, without warranty of any kind either express or implied. To the extent 
that research can be provided by third parties, Independent Investment 
Research makes no warranty or representation as to the accuracy or 
completeness of such information displayed on this site, and accepts no 
liability for errors or omissions arising from such third party information. 
To the fullest extent permitted by law, under no circumstances will 
Independent Investment Research be liable for any loss or damage caused 
by users reliance upon information obtained through this web site. It is 
the responsibility of the user to evaluate the accuracy, completeness or 
usefulness of any information, opinion, general advice or other content 
made available through this web site. Furthermore, Independent 
Investment Research does not warrant or represent that this web site 
is error free or free from viruses or defects. A user must do all that is 
necessary (including using virus checking software) to satisfy itself that 
accessing this website will not adversely affect its system.

For further information, please contact IIR at: client.services@
independentresearch.com.au 
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